


Dimensions: 9.5 x 24cm H

1 PC/WHITE BOX 

Item#: WV1

MOQ: 6 pcs per shipping carton  

UPC# 032309501020

Dimensions: 20 x 8 x 11.5cm H

Packing: 1 PC/WHITE BOX

Item#: WV2

MOQ: 6 pcs per shipping carton  

UPC# 032309501080

This award winning terrarium swag 
lamp provides a cool bright light 
through the use of LED technology.  
This eco-design features a satin 
chrome metal fixture that supports the 
glass terrarium.  Includes a 10’ cord 
plus two ceiling hooks. 

Swag Lamp 

Dimensions: 12” diameter x 8” high

Item#: OP1

MOQ: 2pcs.

Real functioning vases that truly 
surprise and captivate



Adds a touch of elegance to any home 
décor.  Always a conversation piece. 
Each design includes clear fountain bowl, 
Black Base, colorful pebbles and a low 
voltage 12 VAC pump.  
Minimum two fountains per design.
MOQ: 4pcs.

Dimensions: 23 x 23 x 23cm                               

TF1 - Poseidon                                

UPC# 032309501100

Dimensions: 23 x 23 x 21.5cm

TF2 – Neptune

UPC# 032309501110

Dimensions: 23 x 23 x 20.5cm  
TF3 - Triton

UPC# 032309501090

Dimensions: 20.5” height 
                       11.5” black base diameter

Power: Low voltage adapter. Input 110v/220v; output 15 VDC 

Item#: LAMP1

MOQ: 2pcs.

UPC#: 032309501120  

Integrates art with cutting edge technology.  This beautiful 
levitating lamp sculpture provides accent lighting while 
amazing all who see it.

Soft white lighting provided by 6 cool white high intensity 
LEDs shine up at the levitating shade.  The lamp shade 
levitates more than 3 centimeters above its base.



Great for showcasing special items.  
Brings a focus to products yet keeps the 
item safe from young hands.

Dimensions: 9” x 9” x 7.5” high 

Item#: LEVG20AH

MOQ: 1pc.

UPC#: None 

Product not included

Our most advanced levitation device yet. The Levitron Revolution Features EZ Float technology 
to make levitating your favorite collectibles a snap! The magnetic hover disc can float objects
up to 13 ounces in mid-air, while white accent LEDs spotlight your models, jewelry, memorabilia, and 
other display pieces.

Dimensions:  4” x 4” base.  

Power: Low voltage adapter. Input 110v/220v; output 12VDC

Item#: REV2P

MOQ: 4pcs.

UPC#: 032309926118



The Levitron® Ion consists of a 4” 
Earth globe using NASA imagery 
levitating and rotating serenely above a 
stylish, high-tech mirror base. 

Dimensions: Globe 4” diameter. Base 
6.5” 

Power: Low voltage adapter. 
Input 110v/220v; output 15VDC

Item#: LEVG33

MOQ: 4pcs.

UPC#: 032309933512

First levitate the magnetic hover disc over the World Stage base. Then place 
your favorite collectibles on the disc and watch them slowly rotate in space! 
Also includes a 3” Earth Globe with NASA imagery that uses the magnetic disc 
to levitate and rotate serenely in space.  In a low light setting the 8 blue LEDs 
shining up on your floating object creates a beautiful visual effect.
Can levitate up to 12 ounces.

Dimensions: Globe 3” diameter 

Base 7.25”L x 7.25”W x 1.5” H 

Power: Low voltage adapter. 
Input 110v/220v; output 15VDC

Item#: LEVG25

MOQ: 4pcs.

UPC#: 032309001105

Angel ornament not included



City Lights™ globes automatically turn and illuminate 
the cities of our world.  Your City Lights™ globe will 
continuously revolve slowly as long as the adapter is 
plugged into the mirrored base.

City LightsTM  Globes compliment any décor. Display in 
home,office, study - anywhere you want to make a 
statement.

U.S. and International Patents Pend.

Dimensions: 10” diameter globe; Mirror base – 5.5” diameter

Power: Low voltage adapter. Input 110 volts;  Output 9VAC

Item#: CITYL2

MOQ: 2pcs.

UPC#: 03230900102

Product includes one low voltage adapter.

Advanced optical sensor automatically 
activates illuminated display showing 
88 constellations whenever room darkens.

Excellent “night-light” and a unique tool for 
geographers and astronomers alike.

8” globe with daylight Earth graphics 
and night time/ darkened room 
Constellation graphics.

Dimensions: 8” diameter

Power: Line voltage

Item#: CELEST1

MOQ: 4pcs.

UPC#: 032309933161



Rich, Cherry Wood  housing with brass leveling legs.

Dimensions: 6.5” L x 6.5” W x 3.5” D.

Item#: LEV24

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309910155

21st Century high-tech design

Dimensions: 7.0” L x 7.0” W x 3.0” D

Item#: LEV22        

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309867213

This electromagnetic drive keeps 
the Levitron top spinning perpetually 
when placed below the Levitron base.

Dimensions: 7.25” x 5.25” x 2” high.

Power: Low voltage adapter. 
Input 110 volts; Output 15VAC

Item#: LEVD

MOQ: 6pcs. 

UPC#: 032309900316

Easy to use handheld Self Starter,
spins the top effortlessly!

Dimensions: 6” L  x 1” diameter

Power: 1 ‘AA’ battery (not 
included)

Item#: LEVSS

MOQ: 12pcs.

UPC# 732309900216

Battery not included.



This beautiful center piece brings a soothing ambiance to any home or office.
For those who appreciate the beauty of aquariums but worry about all the hassle
involved with periodic cleaning and maintenance; this product is for you. No
maintenance required!

Includes:
- 7 Jellyfish
- 12 color changing LED
lights.
- 5 color lighting effects
- Auto-off function after 4
hours.
- AC low voltage adapter

Dimensions:
18” L x 3.3” W x 9.5” H

Low voltage AC adapter

Item#: JELLYQ

MOQ: 4pcs.  
UPC#: 032309222470

BEAUTIFUL, GLIDING JELLYFISH IN DEEP 
SEA ILLUMINATION.

Soothing and tranquil, watch as the Magic 
Jellyfish bob and swim through their stylish mini-
aquarium.

Multi-colored LED lighting (includes 4 hour auto-
off feature)

Dimensions: 9.7” L x 7.3” W x 2.5” D.

Power: Low voltage adapter. Input 110 volts; 
Output  4.5 VAC

Item#: MAGICJF1 

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309435948



The dynamics of bringing earth, fire and water 
together are reflected in this amazing, kinetic 
sculpture.

Includes:
    - Motion Beads
    - Multicolored LED Lights
    - 4 hr. Auto-off feature.

Dimensions: 
9.7” Lx 7.3” W x 2.5” D

Power: Low voltage adapter. 
Input 110 volts; Output  4.5 VAC

Item#: NATF110 

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309435160

(Portable - Battery Operated) 

Includes:
    - Motion Beads.
    - Red LED Light.
    - On/Off Power Switches.

Dimensions: 3.25” R x 5.5” L

Power: 2 each ‘AA’ battery (not 
included)

Item#: NATFM 

MOQ: 12pcs.

UPC#: 032309435276.

Batteries not included



WATCH THESE ACROBATIC FISH 
SWIM IN THEIR CLEAR BALL 
ALL DAY. DON’T WORRY 
IF THE BALL DROPS. 
IT BOUNCES!

Dimensions: 4.38” H x 3.38” Square  

Uses 2ea. “AA”

MOQ: 12pcs.

Item#: MAGICFBAL

UPC#: 032309891317

Batteries Not Included.

SAFE AND FUN FOR HOURS OF 
INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT!

These aquatic acrobats swim around their bowl all day long with no clean-up required.

Includes: 4.5” L x 4.0” W x 3.5” D plastic bowl with multi-colored beads and simulated rock
base (batteries not included).

Uses 2ea. “AA”

MOQ: 12pcs.

Item#: MAGICFB1

UPC#: 032309435337

Batteries Not Included

Uses 2ea. “AA”

MOQ: 12pcs.

Item#: MAGICTB1

UPC#: 032309435320

Batteries Not Included



     Product Includes: 

 Mini fish tank with running water (recirculating). 
 USB power connector. 
 LCD Alarm clock with time/date/temperature/snooze and  
                countdown timer.

 Dual Compartment Desk Organizer.

 Color changing LED interior lights.

 Adjustable overhead light (LED).

 Under-gravel filtration system.

 Low voltage pump. 
 Holds approximately 1.5 quarts of water. 
 5 Different Modes of Tranquil Nature Sounds.

This new USB DESKTOP AQUARIUM is the perfect size for any desk. 
Water re-circulates, providing oxygen for your fish, while color changing LEDs provide 
a captivating display. The multi-function alarm clock and desk caddy make this unique 
aquarium practical and fun!

Dimensions: 7” L x 9” W x 4” D.

Power: Low voltage adapter. Input 
110v/220v; Output 12 VDC               3 
each ‘AA’ batteries for LCD clock (not 
included).

Item#: FISHQ1

MOQ: 4pcs.

UPC#: 032309001037

Batteries Not Included.



This multiple Collision Accelerator works like a real
Super Nova. Top ball BLASTS-OFF to over 5 times
the height dropped!

Dimensions: 5.75” L x 1.75” Round.

Item#: ASTR2

MOQ: 12pcs. 

UPC#: 032309880175

Using Bernoulli’s principle Fascinations has engineered a way to float a disc in the air over 
18 inches high! Of course at that height it can become difficult to balance any object 
on a cushion of air but that’s where all the fun begins! How long can you keep it in 
the air and how high can you fly?  It’s cooler than magic because it’s real science at work. 
Try it today! The Levitron High Flyer.

Dimensions: 7.5”H x 5”L x 3.25W

Uses 4 ‘AA’ batteries included.

Item#: HF1 

Packed: Clam Shell Packaging.

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309501040



Consists of five brass discs strung on a 
stainless steel ring.  Our product is designed 
for high performance.  Check out our QR 
code or go online to watch some of the many 
tricks and challenging stunts possible.  Then 
you too can become a GyroRing pro!

Dimensions: 9.5” diameter ring.

Item#: GYROP

MOQ: 12pcs.

UPC#: 032309109122

Fascinations® 3D Puzzle Ball
The ultimate 3D spherical labyrinth featuring 
100 individual stages, it is unlike any other 
puzzle and requires skill, brain power, hand-eye 
coordination, and a sprinkling of patience. But 
be warned... such are its powers of persuasion 
- pick up this puzzle and you won’t want to put 
it down... The aim: To get the shiny ball through 
all the stages of the maze to the end.  

Dimensions: 4.5”

Item#: PUZZLE1

MOQ: 18pcs.

UPC#: 032309501010 

No batteries required.

Shows ball 
in Labyrinth

Ball at starting 
point 29    

Ball at starting 
point 56   



Pop out pieces Put them together

MetalWorks

Finished model

Each model features AMAZINGLY 
detailed laser etching and is laser cut 
from an 11cm square metal sheet.

EASY TO ASSEMBLE: Simply pop 
out the pieces by hand or with the 
aid of wire cutters. Then bend tabs 
to connect at the attachment points. 
Simple to follow instruction included.

Minimum Order Quantity: 
one display holds up to 16 
units packed 4 per design.





The coin bank full of mystery.
Drop in a coin and see it disappear.
High-quality optics at impulse price points.

Dimension: 2.75”L x 2.75”W x 2.75”D
POP Dimension: 12”L x 11.0”W x 8.75”D

Cube

Item#: ARTB1 

Assort.:       Blue        Green        Red cubes

MOQ: 12pcs. 

UPC#: 4905823210222

Plane

Item#: ARTB2

Assort.:       Gold        Silver planes

MOQ: 12pcs. 

UPC#: 4905823210501

Interactive clamshell package with spinning coin 
above pedestal (U.S.)

Assort.:        Blue        Orange        Purple        Red

Dimension: 2.5”R x 4”L
      4.0”L x 2.5”W x 2.5”D

Item#: SPINB1    (USA)

MOQ: 12pcs. 

UPC#: 032309242119

Coin passes through incredibly narrow 
funnel and appears magically miniaturized.

Dimension: 5.0”L x 3.25”W x 3.25”D

Item#: MICRO1

MOQ: 12pcs. 

UPC#: 4905823216019



Spin this mysterious top on its base and watch it continue for 
hours upon hours without stopping!

The ultimate desktop conversation piece.

So how does it works?
That is TOP SECRET™

Dimension: 3.5”R x 2.5”LTOPS1

Item#: TOPS1TOPS1

MOQ: 12pcs. 

UPC#: 032309443110

View six photo panels ALL in the space 
of ONE.
Mysteriously revolves for months on just 
one “AA” battery!

Dimension: 6.0“ x 4.25”W x 4.25”D

Item#: LEVG20PC - 1 ea. “AA”

MOQ: 6pcs. 

UPC#: 032309923117

Battery not included



SURPRISE! No moving parts in sight but when 
switched on our fan miraculously creates a 
breeze.  Since there are no visible fan blades, the 
Fascinations® Bladeless Fan –mini is much safer 
for curious children, family members and pets.  Also 
features continuously changing color LEDs.

Dimentions: 7.87” H x 3.25” Diameter fan ring

POP Dimentions: 9.6”L x 6.3”W x 10.8”D

Power: Requires three ‘AA’ batteries (Not included)

Item#: BFM1

MOQ: 12pcs.

UPC#: 032309501050



This Zodiac themed crystal growing kit shows all 12 
zodiac signs on the packaging. The crystals come 
in the four colors that are associated with the four 
elements: Air, Earth, Fire and Water.

KIT INCLUDE: Growing bottle with cork lid, crystal 
powder, crystal seed, wooden stir stick, element wish 
card, twine and instructions.

Product ships as an “assortment” of all four crystal 
creations. 

Item Dimension: 2.25”D x 3.25”H

Item#: MAGICCG2

MOQ: 12pcs. 

UPC#: 8437006044486



KIDS LEARN HOW GEARS FUNCTION TOGETHER 
TO MEASURE THE PROGRESSION OF TIME.

A fascinating, educational kit that explains 
the scientifc nature of clocks, making this a unique 
and interactive project.

Promotes cognitive development. Associated 
educational website content supports further learning 
about the ‘hands of time’.

Easy to follow, color-coded 
instructions.

Assembles in approximately 
20 minutes.

Wind-it-up power – NO batteries 
are needed.

Dimensions: 7.5”W x 8.5”H x 2.5”D 

Item#: FIRSTTC1

MOQ: 12pcs.

UPC#: 032309001204

Brass Gear Clock
This popular clock features one large 
brass gear plus 6 silver gears that all 
turn to create a very dynamic design 
behind its glass surface.

Dimensions: 6.0” Round x 2.5” D

Power: Requires 2 each “C” batteries 
(Not included)

Item#: GEARUPBG - 2ea. “C”

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309001310

Batteries Not Included.



Uses “persistance of vision” technology
to create an image that appears to float in
mid-air. 

    - Features multiple message display       
      options such as a scrolling reader board.

    - Time Options: 12 or 24 hour.

    - Date Options: day/month or month/day.

    - Automatic Daylight Savings Time.

    - Retains time and date information during     
       power outages.

    - LED dimming control.

    - Program messages to appear daily or    
      any given day.

    - Stores up to 4 messages of 200 
      characters each.

Dimensions: 7.5” L x 7.5” W x 2.5” D. 
Input 110v/220v. AC RED LED

Item#: XP3UR 

MOQ: 4pcs.

UPC#: 032309676334

Display POP for placement behind the clock.

Dimensions: 12.25”L x 15.0”W x 4.75”D.

Item#: XP3D





A DYNAMIC EXECUTIVE TOY!
This solar powered aeroplane definitely 
makes a statement on any high flyer’s desk!

Made from polished aluminum, high-tech 
solar cells are built into the wings. When 
sun or bright light shines, the solar cells
create power to rotate the propeller, which 
enables the plane to fly around the base.

Excellent demonstration of solar power in 
action:
    - Cover the solar panel and the propeller 
stops turning.
    - Propellers start to turn in sunlight or 
under a strong desk lamp.
    - No batteries required.

Dimensions: 15” Diameter x 7.5”H

Item#: SOLARFL1

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309681741

Brighten up your workspace with a Solar Butterfly Garden on your desk. Direct light brings Solar Butterfly 
Garden to life.  Solar powered means it’s environmentally friendly too - no batteries or watering is required!  
Just add sunlight to the garden to bring it to life. 

Dimensions: 7.8 L x 7.8 W x 6.8 cm H

POP Dimensions: 12” L x 11.0” W x 8.75” D  

Item#: SBC1  

MOQ: 12pcs.

UPC#: 032309501060 



The Perfect Pet
These endangered starter plants 
need a home. They need to be 
planted in their keychain size 
terrarium and then taken with 
their owner wherever they roam.

Dimension: 6” x 4”

Item#: Plant1

MOQ: 12 cards

UPC#: 0323090010477



Raise your own mantids. Witness their 
metamorphosis from the moment they
emerge from their egg case until they
become adults.

Includes: 10.25 Dia. x 10.5” high net 
habitat, magnifying glass, pipette, tweezers, 
instruction book with insect ordering details.

Raise your own butterflies. Witness 
their amazing life cycle from larvae to 
beautiful adult.

Includes: 10.25 Dia. x 10.5” high 
net habitat, magnifying glass, pipette, 
tweezers, instruction book with insect 
ordering details.

Worm Kit includes: 11.75” L x 9.0” W x 2.5” D
habitat, sand, substrate, magnifying glass, 
feeding pipette, tweezers, and instruction/ activity 
book.

Item#: WORLDA4  

MOQ: 8pcs.

UPC#: 8437006044486

Item#: GE101 

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309891119

Item#: GE201

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309891010



Based on the 2003 NASA Space Shuttle experiment designed to determine whether ants 
would tunnel in zero gravity Fascinations has created a crystal clear gel ant habitat. To learn 

more about that experiment check out the CNN article at 
www.fascinations.com/ants_tunneling.

Watching ants construct their network of tunnels in our clear gel is both fascinating and 
educational.   All AntWorks® gel habitats include a starter stick to help the ants begin their 

tunnels plus a high magnification lens to watch them work ‘up front and personal’.

Our original model that makes a 
perfect desktop ant.
Includes: 6.5” L x 5.5” W x 1.25” D 
acrylic habitat, accessories and 
instruction booklet with ant order coupon.

Voltage: “Low voltage adapter. Input 110 
volts AC.  Output 12 volts AC

Item#: ANTW1

MOQ: 12pcs.

UPC#: 032309268904

Features an LED base that friction fits into the 
bottom of the ant habitat. The 4 blue LEDs 
illuminate the gel to allow for night viewing 
and the light is so bright that the ants cast 
shadows as they walk over the beams.

Includes: 6.5” L x 6.0” W x 1.25” D 
Clear acrylic habitat, 4ea LED base 
with AC adapter, accessories, and 
instruction booklet with ant order 
coupon.

Accessories:
Magnifying Glass, Extreme Zoom
Lens, and Tunnel Starter Tool.

Voltage: 110v./ 220v. AC

Item#: ANTW2 

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309268942



Multi-color LED Illuminator produces a continuous and full spectrum light show by shining up through the 
clear gel.

Your favorite rainbow color can be selected from the continu- ously changing colors by simply touching 
the small sensor located in the Illuminator base.

Watch ants live, work and tunnel in the nutrious, non-toxic gel as they create series upon series of 
intricate tunnels.

Voltage: 110v./220v. AC

Item#: ANTWCOL 
MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 032309928600

New, smaller and more economical habitat 
design for easy observation of ants as they 
live and tunnel in nutritious space gel.

Includes: 6.5”L x 5.5”W x 1.0”D acrylic 
habitat, Tunnel Starter Tool, Space Scope 
(for those ‘super up close’ inspections) and 
Multi-lingual packaging and instruc- tions 
(Danish, English, French, German, Italian, 
and Spanish).

Voltage: Low voltage adapter. Input 110 
volts AC. Output 12 volts AC

Item#: ANTWSPA1

MOQ: 6pcs.

UPC#: 0323092681262




